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Experience Hendrix 2012 Tribute Tour, Paramount Theater, Denver, March 31, 2012. 

by Tim Van Schmidt 

Last night, I couldn't get to sleep- even after the tedious late night drive back to Fort Collins from 

Denver. I was wired. Electrically wired, that is. In the course of an evening spent with a stellar cast of 

players at the Paramount in Denver for the last show of the Experience Hendrix 2012 Tribute Tour, I got 

plugged in, turned on and pleasantly pummeled by nonstop guitar- rough and ready, screeching, 

howling, blasting, electric guitar. 

There's no better guitar icon than Jimi Hendrix to hang something like this on. That is, for just a couple 

of weeks each year, a whole bunch of some of the most exciting guitarists in the country get together to 

tour and jam with Hendrix music. I can see why big shots like Eric Johnson, Taj Mahal and Kenny Wayne 

Shepherd want to do this- it's a chance to really just open things up and wail. Anybody who has ever 

played electric guitar pretty much has tried to learn some Hendrix stuff at one time or another- or 

wished they could- so there's plenty for all these guys to relate to. And since it isn't about anyone else's 

music other than Hendrix's, the personal ego stuff can just drop away and everyone can get down to 

business having fun recalling Hendrix's musical spirit. 

The ringleader for the musical mayhem on stage is old Hendrix friend and band mate bassist Billy Cox. 

Cox was treated like the next best thing to Hendrix himself in this situation- a direct connection to the 

music- and he played plenty, concentrating on the music he made with Hendrix in the Band of Gypsys. 

But with all these guys in the line-up in Denver- including Johnson, Mahal, Shepherd, Doyle Bramhall II, 

Brad Whitford, Dweezil Zappa, Robert Randolph, Mato Nanji and the Slide Brothers- Cox didn't have to 

worry about over staying his warm welcome. 

As each guitarist took the stage, they each dug into various Hendrix nuggets- including "Manic 

Depression," "Angel," "Purple Haze," "Voodoo Chile," "Foxy Lady," "Are You Experienced?," "Hey Joe," 

"Stone Free," "Come On (Let the Good Times Roll,)" "Power of Soul" and much more. While everybody 

put out- each little mini set was unhurried and offered plenty of opportunity to play- the one guy on 

stage who worked the entire evening was drummer Chris Layton. Layton was a solid anchor throughout 

an evening that reached to the roof with electric ambition. 

What were the highlights- you mean stuff like Johnson and Zappa trading licks, Mahal and Randolph 

jamming together, Randolph and the Slide Brothers blending three slide guitars together at once, or just 

seeing "Machine Gun" live? There weren't many slow moments at all and the production moved fairly 

smoothly through a long, generous chunk of music. So, just about everything worked fine. It was just a 

feast of electricity from start to finish, which may mess with your sleep afterwards, but for a guitar fan it 

was worth it. 


